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ACCREDITATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS

Courses for Swedish people with CSN´s grants (Central 
commission of economical assistance for studies in 

Sweden). 

We are also entitled by Germany and by Austria, to provide Bildungsurlaub both 
language and commercial Spanish courses. 

Andalusian Association of 
Spanish Schools for 

Foreigners

Schools of Spanish as a 
Foreign Language 

Federation

Examination Center of The Madrid 
Commerce Chamber: Business, Medical 

and Tourism Spanish.

Centre for the preparation of DELE exams (Diplomas de Español como 
Lengua Extranjera).

 Instituto Mediterráneo Sol is a FEDELE-Granada center, organizer of the 
diplomas de español D.E.L.E.of Instituto Cervantes in this city.

The Granada City Hall gave IMSOL-Granada the distinction of 
"Consumo Calidad" for the professional work which is being 

made in terms of Eminence and Quality, attending all the 
stablished requirements of the AREA DE MEDIO AMBIENTE, 

SALUD Y CONSUMO (Environment, Health and Consumption). 

BILDUNGSURLAUB

Accredited Teaching Centres
 by Instituto Cervantes 

Granadian Association 
of Spanish Schools 

for Foreigners 
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Federación Provincial de Empresas de Hostelería y Turismo 
de Granada

Confederación Española de Centros de 
Enseñanza

Imsol "Teacher Training Course" is recognized as a 
Grundtvig activity. Students can get a scholarship to 
attend it.

Enjoy the experience,

 Learn Spanish!!

Buchen Sie zum weltweit niedrigsten Preis:
https://www.languagecourse.net/schule--.php3
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Granada is a town situated at the foot of the Sierra Nevada. It has a population of 
280.000. There are many sides to the town:

- A Moorish town: it was the last kingdom to be reconquered by the Christians from the 
Moors. Its Moorishness is evident throughout the town, but especially in the Alhambra 
Palace and Generalife, one of the most visited monuments in the world, and, on the  
opposite hill, the Albaycín, the ancient moorish quarter with its narrow cobbled lanes and 
squares and traditional houses.

- A renaissance and modernist town: renaissance because of the large amount of 
buildings in this style of architecture, particularly religious buildings, which were built at the 
time of the Christians arrival in the 16th century. Modernist since the beginning of the 20th 
century because of the modernist style borrowed from Catalonia after the creation of the 
Granadan sugar refining industry.

- A centre for Flamenco, centred on the district of Sacromonte, inhabited by gypsies who have become singers, dancers and guitarists. They have spread their 
art throughout the world. 
- A university town, with one of the oldest universities in Spain (over 500 years old) where you can study everything. At the moment, it has around 60,000 
students.
- A cultural town: apart from Semana Santa (Easter) and Fiestas del Corpus, other events stand out: jazz festival (autumn), international festival of theatre (spring) 
and international festival of music and dance (spring). As well as these events theatrical representations, concerts and flamenco 
shows, etc., occur throughout the year at the Manuel de Falla cultural centre, the Palacio de Congresos and in various other centres created for these purposes.

It is an ideal site for winter sports being 36 km away from the winter resort of Sierra Nevada whose sports facilities are easily accessible from the town. Here several 
international championships take place, among them the World Ski Championships in 1995. Sports lovers of any kind have ample opportunity to practice in sport 
complexes all over the town.

Granada lives in the present day without losing its traditions, its beauty or its Spanish and Andalusian flavour for one minute. 

GRANADA

ACCOMMODATION

  Language Test
  "Welcome" folder
  IMSOL Attendance Certificate
  Tutorials every week 
  Computers with free internet access.
  WiFi access for those who prefer to use their                                                             

own computer
  Library.
  Video and DVD's library
  Loan Service of books, novels, VHS and DVD.
  IMSOL student's card with economic advantages in different shops both in 

Granada 

SERVICES FREE OF CHARGE

In order to complete the immersion in the Spanish culture, apart from the course, the school 
organizes a daily program of cultural and leisure activities carried out by teachers with 
experience in them. They are in the afternoons / evenings and the attendance is not 
obligatory. Some of them are: 

 Cultural walks: important quarters, historical centres, interesting routes, etc.

     Visits: The Alhambra, Royal Chapel, Park of Sciences,  etc; 
    Social activities: workshops in music, history, literature and current events and news; 

films; tapa's tour, international dinners, etc. 

    Excursions in the week-ends are included in the program to cities and towns of Andalusia  
such as, the Alpujarra, and important cities like, Seville or Cordoba.

CULTURAL AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

IMSOL can also arrange accommodation, acting as intermediary, with the guarantee that it will be ready for your arrival. The average 
distance to the school is of 15 minutes (walking distance). Participants do not need to bring beddings but their own towels and product of 
"personal hygiene". It can be chosen among these possibilities:

 Shared Apartment: 
- Flats are full equipped. 
- Bedrooms have: bed, closet, table and chair. 
- Common Areas: 

- Living room with TV, a place where to sit and to eat.
- Kitchen with fridge, washing machine, cooker / stove 
- Bathroom.

 Home Stay Accommodation: 
- Half Board (two meals: breakfast and lunch or dinner) 
- Full Board (three meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner).
- Individual or double room
- There is no a general description of the concept "family", it could be also only a parent.  
- A washing of clothes per week is included 
- It is necessary to include in the inscription any kind of allergies and nutrional habits participants may have, whether they are smoker 

or not, etc. 

 Hotel / hostal and individual apartments booking: 
        - We can also arrange these accommodation options upon request. The prices will depend on requirements.

and much more! 
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IMSOL-Granada was stablished in 1993 in the beautiful city of the Alhambra, which is considered one of the Wonders of the World. 
The geographic location of Granada is privileged, because it is only 30 minutes far from the natural park of Sierra Nevada and its winter 
ski resort, and only 1 hour far from the Costa Tropical.
  
The school is in the very city centre, in the unique quarter of El Realejo, less than 5 minutes walking from Puerta Real, the Cathedral, 
Gran Via de Colón, theatres, hotels, restaurants, shops,… All in all, you will be able to learn Spanish in the calm atmosphere prevailing 
in this Realejo area and at a stone's throw from the heart of the city, surrounded by all the facilities and comforts.

IMSOL-Granada (Accredited Teaching Centre by Instituto Cervantes) has five classrooms fully-equipped for the study of 
Spanish with TV, video, DVD and all the necessary audio and CD equipment. All these devices plus the small group size (maximum 8 
students per class) create a very familiar atmosphere and a personal treatment, which make the learning of Spanish more natural and 
effective.

IMSOL- GRANADA

The teacher training course is a two week course with 20 lessons / week offered not only for teachers with a proficiency level of 
Spanish but also for teachers with other levels of the language or students who want to become teachers. This course is recognized 
as a Grundtvig activity. Students can get a scholarship to attend it.

There are three different options, depending on the participant's needs:

 Option A: Teachers who have an intermediate level of Spanish and are therefore more interested in improving grammar 

rather than methodology. This course is especially interesting for Primary School teachers.
Distribution of lessons: 1st and 2nd lessons: M1. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

 Option B: Students interested in becoming teachers of Spanish as a Foreign Language, who need to increase their 

knowledge of the Spanish language and also need more experience of teaching methods.
Distribution of lessons: 1st lesson: M1. 2nd lesson: M2. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

 Option C: Spanish teachers who have a very advanced level of Spanish and therefore do not need any lessons on 

grammar anymore. This course is for those who want to broaden their range of teaching methods and their knowledge of Spanish 
culture and traditions.

Distribution of lessons: 1st and 2nd lessons: M2. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

Subjects: 

M1: Spanish grammar in group lessons, depending on level.

M2: Methodology of Spanish as a Foreign Language: techniques, resources, classroom management. 

M3: General topics of Spanish culture (literature, history, traditions...).

M4: Conversation and round table about general affairs concerning Spain in which the teacher will act as supervisor.

Levels: from Intermediate B1. Starting Dates: 26.01.2015-16.02.2015-09.03.2015-20.04.2015-18.05.2015-15.06.2015-13.07.2015-27.07.2015-
10.08.2015-24.08.2015-31.08.2015-28.09.2015-19.10.2015-09.11.2015-23.11.2015. Minimum duration: 2 weeks

The teenagers courses are drawn up for young people between 13 and 17 years old.   They are carried out in Summer time and they have specific starting dates.

In the pack it is included:

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES

COURSE FOR TEENAGERS

COURSES FOR GROUPS

With a minimum of 5 participants, IMSOL can arrange courses for groups (either teenagers or adults) all 
year round and with a minimum duration of 1 week. For this kind of stays, the school makes budgets 
attending to the needs and wishes of the components and / or organizer of the group, concerning the 
course, the accommodation (for minors, home stay) and the daily program of activities and excursions. 
The school can also arrange the airport pick-up service and in case of teenagers, a 24 hours telephone 
for emergencies. 

Levels: All.  Starting dates: Every Monday throughout the year.  Minimum duration: 1 week. 

 Imsol - Granada

    
    Name of the company:

      Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, S.L.
      C.I.F.: B-18314468
      Address: Enriqueta Lozano nº 17
      E- 18009 Granada
      ________________________________________________
     
      Foundation date: 
   
      1st  October 1992

      Registered in the Mercantile Record Book of  Granada, 
      Volume 485, Sheet 213, Page Nº Gr3554.
      _________________________________________________

       Director:  Javier Torres (javier@inmsol.es)

       Secretary and information: info@inmsol.es
                                                                           
       
        Teachers:

Odile Montoro 
Jesús Rodríguez 
Yolanda Hidalgo
Susana Ortiz
Maravillas Jiménez

 Spanish course, 4 lessons / day for 2, 3 or 4 weeks.
 Home-Stay Accommodation: full-board, double room with arrival on Sunday before the starting of the 

course and departure on Saturday just after the end of it. Any arrival before the established or departure after the 
established, will be informed to the school and pay the extra nights. 

 Daily program of cultural and leisure activities
 1, 2 or 3 excursions depending the number of weeks.
 Pick-up service: Granada Airport-accommodation-Granada Airport. 
 A person in charge of the minors for the duration of their stay. The monitor responsibilities will be the following:

- Point of reference for all students. So there will be an initial meeting (the first day of their course) to 
know each other (monitor / students and student / student) and to explain how the program 
works. 

- Over-seeing of class attendance, making sure that the students are benefiting from the classes 
and behave appropriately in  them.

- Control of attendance to all activities. Students will be expected to attend all those especially 
        programmed for them.

- Being available to the Spanish family call if the student doesn't respect the "curfew" for night outings. 
  Every going out,  course or activity not organized by the school must be authorized by the parents and communicated to the school.
- The Monitor will be available by mobile phone 24 hours a day for real emergencies.
- All students will be periodically interviewed by the Monitor even though they may not require it, 
       after reviewing their progress.

Every participant will receive an IMSOL attendance Certificate. To get it, it's necessary to attend an  80% minimum of classes.

Levels: All. Starting dates: Every Sunday from 1st June to 15th August, 2015.  Minimum Duration: 2 weeks.
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METHODOLOGY

  The teaching is carried out only in Spanish and without using any other language, developing a direct, situational and communicative method 
looking for menthal associations between the concept and the word in Spanish. 
  Vocabulary and Grammar are studied in a contextual way, placing particular emphasis on the students' participation both in the oral and in the 
written production. 

IMSOL TEACHING STAFF

LEVELS

 According to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe), 
our courses are structured in 6 levels in which the participants can take part after having been evaluated 
their Spanish command with the language / placement test.
The levels are:
 

Level A1 (Elementary) (DELE A1): Users exchange brief information with questions and answers, within a clear and concrete 
communicative context.

Level A2 (Basic) (DELE A2): Users understand, communicate and express themselves in spoken and written Spanish, using a simple 
language in daily situations and cultural aspects.
 

Level B1 (Intermediate (DELE B1): Users understand and are able to communicate in communicative contexts in their routine 
surroundings, knowing how to solve problems by themselves.
 

Level B2 (Advanced) (DELE B2): Users understand and express themselves in general situations where there is an exchange of 
information. They express personal attitudes on subjects that are familiar for them or are interested in them and they speak about 
experiences, too.

Level C1 (Superior) (DELE C1): Users understand and express themselves in multiple situations with complex linguistic structures - 
still controlled, with fluency and in a spontaneous way.

Level C2 (Proficiency (DELE C2): Users express themselves in a suitable form in any situation, controlling the own linguistic and 
cultural elements of a native speaker and discerning meaning nuances. 

 Courses at IMSOL begin on any Monday, any level (also beginners), except for the teenagers and teachers training courses.

 Every Spanish lesson has a duration of 45 minutes. Flamenco lessons has a duration of 60 minutes.

 Classes take place from Monday to Friday (except bank holidays).

 Classes are scheduled either in the morning or in the afternoon.

 Classes are taught completely in Spanish from the first day and for every level. 

 The school will lend the manual for the classes and other material to the participants during their stay.

 The maximum number of participants per class is 8. 

 One week before coming students have to undergo an online language test. This is useful for the Head of Studies to determine 
their level of Spanish and the most suitable classes or groups to place them.

 At the end of the course every participant will receive the IMSOL Attendance Certificate.

To get it, it's necessary to attend an 80% minimum of classes.
Legal information about Private Schools."Not regulated teaching Agreement”
As all the private schools whose rules aren't imposed by the government, Instituto Mediterráneo Sol has its own certificates (attendance and aptitude), 
that means that they neither are issued nor recognised by any official organization. Instituto Mediterráneo Sol is a centre not owned by Consejería de 
Educación and Ciencia de la Junta de Andalucía or any other public organization. Even so: The levels in our Attendance and Aptitude Certificates, as 
the course programme and the general and specific goals per level that we want to achieve through the same, fit the European Common Reference 
Framework for Languages and the Curricula Plan of Instituto Cervantes.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE COURSES

All the 4 skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing) are covered in these courses.
Levels: All. Starting dates: Every Monday in the year except Flamenco Choreography and Teenagers Package (please check our webpage or contact us.)
Minimum duration: 1 week except courses for teachers, teenagers and Bildungsurlaub

Courses                             Lessons per week  Lessons per day               Number of students

I.     Intensive Spanish                    20                                 4                                              Maximum 8
II.    Intensive Spanish                    25                                 5                                              Maximum 8
III.   Superintensive                                      30                                 6                                              Maximum 8
IV.   Combined                                      25                              4 + 1 ind.                            Maximum 8
V.    Individual                10-15-20                               2-3-4                                          Individual
VI.   D.E.L.E                                       20                                  4                                              Maximum 8
VII.  Grammar                                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
VIII. Vocabulary and Conversation                 10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIX. Bildungsurlaub                                         30                                  6                                              Maximum 8
XX.  Senior (50+)                                             10                                  2                                              Maximum 8

Estudios Hispánicos   -Minimum level B1-

IX.   General course                       20 /25                                4/5                            Maximum 8
X.    Spanish and
       Latin-America Literature                            10                                 2                                              Maximum 8
XI.   Spanish and 
       Latin-America History                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XI .  Spanish and 
       Latin-America Culture                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIII. Commercial Spanish                      10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIV. Medical Spanish                                       10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XV.  Tourism Spanish                       10                                  2                                              Maximum 8

Special courses

XVI.  Courses for Teenagers                       20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XVII. Courses for Teachers of E/L.E.                 20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XXI. Spanish for families   20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XVIII. Courses for Groups                                                                                               Maximum 10
XXIII. Spanish Course + Flamenco Dance   20+7,5                                  4+1,5                                      Maximum 8/12
Introduction
XXV. Spanish Course + Flamenco Compás (Rhythm) 20+5                                  4+1                             Maximum 8/12

COURSES

  The Diplomas de Español como Lengua Extranjera (DELE) are official certificates, which prove the Spanish
 competence and command, given by Instituto Cervantes on behalf of the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science. 

  There are three Diplomas: Beginner, Intermediate and Proficiency.

  IMSOL offer preparatory courses for D.E.L.E. exam with 4 classes / day specifically centred on the 5 different tests 
(listening comprehension, oral expression, reading comprehension, use of language, and writing) involved in the 
exam. 

COURSE FOR SENIORS

PREPARATORY COURSES FOR D.E.L.E. EXAM 

  It is necessary that participants have already approximately the level of the exam they wish to do. If not,  IMSOL will inform about the best option for them.  

  (Examination charges are not included in the price of the course but we can arrange the papers for the inscription and provide participants with all the information 
about the dates and time of the different exams). 

  Levels: Intermediate, Superior and Proficiency. Starting dates: Any Monday, throughout the year. 
  Minimum duration: 1 week.

These courses are drawn up for people from 50 years old who wish to learn or improve their Spanish. They have 2 lessons / day 
and the class rythm and contents are much more communicative and adapted to the 
real needs of this collective.  

Levels: All. Starting dates: 12.01.2015, 26.01.2015, 09.02.2015, 23.02.2015, 09.03.2015, 23.03.2015, 06.04.2015, 
20.04.2015, 04.05.2015, 18.05.2015, 01.06.2015, 15.06.2015, 29.06.2015, 13.07.2015, 27.07.2015, 10.08.2015, 
24.08.2015, 07.09.2015, 21.09.2015, 05.10.2015, 19.10.2015, 02.11.2015, 16.11.2015, 30.11.2015, 08.12.2015.
Minimum duration: 1 week. 

SPANISH FOR FAMILIES
Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, in collaboration with a nursery, offers a special programme called Spanish for Families.

It has been organized in order to allow parents that want to learn Spanish in Granada to be relaxed by leaving their 
sons in a specilized place that would provide them morning care during their Spanish classes.

Levels: All. Starting dates: Any Monday, throughout the year. Minimum duration: 1 week.
Maximum duration: 2 weeks.

  Teachers use exercises on the different grammatical structures, dictations, readings paying 
special attention on the phonetics and pronunciation, etc. creating controlled and free 
conversation, always with the teacher's corrections.

  Before starting the lessons participants will have to do a language test. As the classes are 
structured in blocks  depending on the number of lessons of the course, one more grammatical 
and the other more of oral production, there exists the possibility of differentiating the levels 
between both parts, therefore participants could join two different group depending on their levels 
of grammar and conversation and vocabulary. 

  Groups will be "open" until Tuesday.

IMSOL teaching staff is very professional and dynamic. Teachers have superior university 
degrees, the
teaching training certificate (CAP) and, in addition to these, a specific methodological 
preparation given 
by the school for the teaching of Spanish as a foreign Language. 

Buchen Sie zum weltweit niedrigsten Preis:
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METHODOLOGY

  The teaching is carried out only in Spanish and without using any other language, developing a direct, situational and communicative method 
looking for menthal associations between the concept and the word in Spanish. 
  Vocabulary and Grammar are studied in a contextual way, placing particular emphasis on the students' participation both in the oral and in the 
written production. 

IMSOL TEACHING STAFF

LEVELS

 According to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe), 
our courses are structured in 6 levels in which the participants can take part after having been evaluated 
their Spanish command with the language / placement test.
The levels are:
 

Level A1 (Elementary) (DELE A1): Users exchange brief information with questions and answers, within a clear and concrete 
communicative context.

Level A2 (Basic) (DELE A2): Users understand, communicate and express themselves in spoken and written Spanish, using a simple 
language in daily situations and cultural aspects.
 

Level B1 (Intermediate (DELE B1): Users understand and are able to communicate in communicative contexts in their routine 
surroundings, knowing how to solve problems by themselves.
 

Level B2 (Advanced) (DELE B2): Users understand and express themselves in general situations where there is an exchange of 
information. They express personal attitudes on subjects that are familiar for them or are interested in them and they speak about 
experiences, too.

Level C1 (Superior) (DELE C1): Users understand and express themselves in multiple situations with complex linguistic structures - 
still controlled, with fluency and in a spontaneous way.

Level C2 (Proficiency (DELE C2): Users express themselves in a suitable form in any situation, controlling the own linguistic and 
cultural elements of a native speaker and discerning meaning nuances. 

 Courses at IMSOL begin on any Monday, any level (also beginners), except for the teenagers and teachers training courses.

 Every Spanish lesson has a duration of 45 minutes. Flamenco lessons has a duration of 60 minutes.

 Classes take place from Monday to Friday (except bank holidays).

 Classes are scheduled either in the morning or in the afternoon.

 Classes are taught completely in Spanish from the first day and for every level. 

 The school will lend the manual for the classes and other material to the participants during their stay.

 The maximum number of participants per class is 8. 

 One week before coming students have to undergo an online language test. This is useful for the Head of Studies to determine 
their level of Spanish and the most suitable classes or groups to place them.

 At the end of the course every participant will receive the IMSOL Attendance Certificate.

To get it, it's necessary to attend an 80% minimum of classes.
Legal information about Private Schools."Not regulated teaching Agreement”
As all the private schools whose rules aren't imposed by the government, Instituto Mediterráneo Sol has its own certificates (attendance and aptitude), 
that means that they neither are issued nor recognised by any official organization. Instituto Mediterráneo Sol is a centre not owned by Consejería de 
Educación and Ciencia de la Junta de Andalucía or any other public organization. Even so: The levels in our Attendance and Aptitude Certificates, as 
the course programme and the general and specific goals per level that we want to achieve through the same, fit the European Common Reference 
Framework for Languages and the Curricula Plan of Instituto Cervantes.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE COURSES

All the 4 skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing) are covered in these courses.
Levels: All. Starting dates: Every Monday in the year except Flamenco Choreography and Teenagers Package (please check our webpage or contact us.)
Minimum duration: 1 week except courses for teachers, teenagers and Bildungsurlaub

Courses                             Lessons per week  Lessons per day               Number of students

I.     Intensive Spanish                    20                                 4                                              Maximum 8
II.    Intensive Spanish                    25                                 5                                              Maximum 8
III.   Superintensive                                      30                                 6                                              Maximum 8
IV.   Combined                                      25                              4 + 1 ind.                            Maximum 8
V.    Individual                10-15-20                               2-3-4                                          Individual
VI.   D.E.L.E                                       20                                  4                                              Maximum 8
VII.  Grammar                                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
VIII. Vocabulary and Conversation                 10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIX. Bildungsurlaub                                         30                                  6                                              Maximum 8
XX.  Senior (50+)                                             10                                  2                                              Maximum 8

Estudios Hispánicos   -Minimum level B1-

IX.   General course                       20 /25                                4/5                            Maximum 8
X.    Spanish and
       Latin-America Literature                            10                                 2                                              Maximum 8
XI.   Spanish and 
       Latin-America History                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XI .  Spanish and 
       Latin-America Culture                                10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIII. Commercial Spanish                      10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XIV. Medical Spanish                                       10                                  2                                              Maximum 8
XV.  Tourism Spanish                       10                                  2                                              Maximum 8

Special courses

XVI.  Courses for Teenagers                       20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XVII. Courses for Teachers of E/L.E.                 20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XXI. Spanish for families   20                                  4                                               Maximum 8
XVIII. Courses for Groups                                                                                               Maximum 10
XXIII. Spanish Course + Flamenco Dance   20+7,5                                  4+1,5                                      Maximum 8/12
Introduction
XXV. Spanish Course + Flamenco Compás (Rhythm) 20+5                                  4+1                             Maximum 8/12

COURSES

  The Diplomas de Español como Lengua Extranjera (DELE) are official certificates, which prove the Spanish
 competence and command, given by Instituto Cervantes on behalf of the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science. 

  There are three Diplomas: Beginner, Intermediate and Proficiency.

  IMSOL offer preparatory courses for D.E.L.E. exam with 4 classes / day specifically centred on the 5 different tests 
(listening comprehension, oral expression, reading comprehension, use of language, and writing) involved in the 
exam. 

COURSE FOR SENIORS

PREPARATORY COURSES FOR D.E.L.E. EXAM 

  It is necessary that participants have already approximately the level of the exam they wish to do. If not,  IMSOL will inform about the best option for them.  

  (Examination charges are not included in the price of the course but we can arrange the papers for the inscription and provide participants with all the information 
about the dates and time of the different exams). 

  Levels: Intermediate, Superior and Proficiency. Starting dates: Any Monday, throughout the year. 
  Minimum duration: 1 week.

These courses are drawn up for people from 50 years old who wish to learn or improve their Spanish. They have 2 lessons / day 
and the class rythm and contents are much more communicative and adapted to the 
real needs of this collective.  

Levels: All. Starting dates: 12.01.2015, 26.01.2015, 09.02.2015, 23.02.2015, 09.03.2015, 23.03.2015, 06.04.2015, 
20.04.2015, 04.05.2015, 18.05.2015, 01.06.2015, 15.06.2015, 29.06.2015, 13.07.2015, 27.07.2015, 10.08.2015, 
24.08.2015, 07.09.2015, 21.09.2015, 05.10.2015, 19.10.2015, 02.11.2015, 16.11.2015, 30.11.2015, 08.12.2015.
Minimum duration: 1 week. 

SPANISH FOR FAMILIES
Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, in collaboration with a nursery, offers a special programme called Spanish for Families.

It has been organized in order to allow parents that want to learn Spanish in Granada to be relaxed by leaving their 
sons in a specilized place that would provide them morning care during their Spanish classes.

Levels: All. Starting dates: Any Monday, throughout the year. Minimum duration: 1 week.
Maximum duration: 2 weeks.

  Teachers use exercises on the different grammatical structures, dictations, readings paying 
special attention on the phonetics and pronunciation, etc. creating controlled and free 
conversation, always with the teacher's corrections.

  Before starting the lessons participants will have to do a language test. As the classes are 
structured in blocks  depending on the number of lessons of the course, one more grammatical 
and the other more of oral production, there exists the possibility of differentiating the levels 
between both parts, therefore participants could join two different group depending on their levels 
of grammar and conversation and vocabulary. 

  Groups will be "open" until Tuesday.

IMSOL teaching staff is very professional and dynamic. Teachers have superior university 
degrees, the
teaching training certificate (CAP) and, in addition to these, a specific methodological 
preparation given 
by the school for the teaching of Spanish as a foreign Language. 
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IMSOL-Granada was stablished in 1993 in the beautiful city of the Alhambra, which is considered one of the Wonders of the World. 
The geographic location of Granada is privileged, because it is only 30 minutes far from the natural park of Sierra Nevada and its winter 
ski resort, and only 1 hour far from the Costa Tropical.
  
The school is in the very city centre, in the unique quarter of El Realejo, less than 5 minutes walking from Puerta Real, the Cathedral, 
Gran Via de Colón, theatres, hotels, restaurants, shops,… All in all, you will be able to learn Spanish in the calm atmosphere prevailing 
in this Realejo area and at a stone's throw from the heart of the city, surrounded by all the facilities and comforts.

IMSOL-Granada (Accredited Teaching Centre by Instituto Cervantes) has five classrooms fully-equipped for the study of 
Spanish with TV, video, DVD and all the necessary audio and CD equipment. All these devices plus the small group size (maximum 8 
students per class) create a very familiar atmosphere and a personal treatment, which make the learning of Spanish more natural and 
effective.

IMSOL- GRANADA

The teacher training course is a two week course with 20 lessons / week offered not only for teachers with a proficiency level of 
Spanish but also for teachers with other levels of the language or students who want to become teachers. This course is recognized 
as a Grundtvig activity. Students can get a scholarship to attend it.

There are three different options, depending on the participant's needs:

 Option A: Teachers who have an intermediate level of Spanish and are therefore more interested in improving grammar 

rather than methodology. This course is especially interesting for Primary School teachers.
Distribution of lessons: 1st and 2nd lessons: M1. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

 Option B: Students interested in becoming teachers of Spanish as a Foreign Language, who need to increase their 

knowledge of the Spanish language and also need more experience of teaching methods.
Distribution of lessons: 1st lesson: M1. 2nd lesson: M2. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

 Option C: Spanish teachers who have a very advanced level of Spanish and therefore do not need any lessons on 

grammar anymore. This course is for those who want to broaden their range of teaching methods and their knowledge of Spanish 
culture and traditions.

Distribution of lessons: 1st and 2nd lessons: M2. 3rd lesson: M3. 4th lesson: M4.

Subjects: 

M1: Spanish grammar in group lessons, depending on level.

M2: Methodology of Spanish as a Foreign Language: techniques, resources, classroom management. 

M3: General topics of Spanish culture (literature, history, traditions...).

M4: Conversation and round table about general affairs concerning Spain in which the teacher will act as supervisor.

Levels: from Intermediate B1. Starting Dates: 26.01.2015-16.02.2015-09.03.2015-20.04.2015-18.05.2015-15.06.2015-13.07.2015-27.07.2015-
10.08.2015-24.08.2015-31.08.2015-28.09.2015-19.10.2015-09.11.2015-23.11.2015. Minimum duration: 2 weeks

The teenagers courses are drawn up for young people between 13 and 17 years old.   They are carried out in Summer time and they have specific starting dates.

In the pack it is included:

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES

COURSE FOR TEENAGERS

COURSES FOR GROUPS

With a minimum of 5 participants, IMSOL can arrange courses for groups (either teenagers or adults) all 
year round and with a minimum duration of 1 week. For this kind of stays, the school makes budgets 
attending to the needs and wishes of the components and / or organizer of the group, concerning the 
course, the accommodation (for minors, home stay) and the daily program of activities and excursions. 
The school can also arrange the airport pick-up service and in case of teenagers, a 24 hours telephone 
for emergencies. 

Levels: All.  Starting dates: Every Monday throughout the year.  Minimum duration: 1 week. 

 Imsol - Granada

    
    Name of the company:

      Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, S.L.
      C.I.F.: B-18314468
      Address: Enriqueta Lozano nº 17
      E- 18009 Granada
      ________________________________________________
     
      Foundation date: 
   
      1st  October 1992

      Registered in the Mercantile Record Book of  Granada, 
      Volume 485, Sheet 213, Page Nº Gr3554.
      _________________________________________________

       Director:  Javier Torres (javier@inmsol.es)

       Secretary and information: info@inmsol.es
                                                                           
       
        Teachers:

Odile Montoro 
Jesús Rodríguez 
Yolanda Hidalgo
Susana Ortiz
Maravillas Jiménez

 Spanish course, 4 lessons / day for 2, 3 or 4 weeks.
 Home-Stay Accommodation: full-board, double room with arrival on Sunday before the starting of the 

course and departure on Saturday just after the end of it. Any arrival before the established or departure after the 
established, will be informed to the school and pay the extra nights. 

 Daily program of cultural and leisure activities
 1, 2 or 3 excursions depending the number of weeks.
 Pick-up service: Granada Airport-accommodation-Granada Airport. 
 A person in charge of the minors for the duration of their stay. The monitor responsibilities will be the following:

- Point of reference for all students. So there will be an initial meeting (the first day of their course) to 
know each other (monitor / students and student / student) and to explain how the program 
works. 

- Over-seeing of class attendance, making sure that the students are benefiting from the classes 
and behave appropriately in  them.

- Control of attendance to all activities. Students will be expected to attend all those especially 
        programmed for them.

- Being available to the Spanish family call if the student doesn't respect the "curfew" for night outings. 
  Every going out,  course or activity not organized by the school must be authorized by the parents and communicated to the school.
- The Monitor will be available by mobile phone 24 hours a day for real emergencies.
- All students will be periodically interviewed by the Monitor even though they may not require it, 
       after reviewing their progress.

Every participant will receive an IMSOL attendance Certificate. To get it, it's necessary to attend an  80% minimum of classes.

Levels: All. Starting dates: Every Sunday from 1st June to 15th August, 2015.  Minimum Duration: 2 weeks.
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Granada is a town situated at the foot of the Sierra Nevada. It has a population of 
280.000. There are many sides to the town:

- A Moorish town: it was the last kingdom to be reconquered by the Christians from the 
Moors. Its Moorishness is evident throughout the town, but especially in the Alhambra 
Palace and Generalife, one of the most visited monuments in the world, and, on the  
opposite hill, the Albaycín, the ancient moorish quarter with its narrow cobbled lanes and 
squares and traditional houses.

- A renaissance and modernist town: renaissance because of the large amount of 
buildings in this style of architecture, particularly religious buildings, which were built at the 
time of the Christians arrival in the 16th century. Modernist since the beginning of the 20th 
century because of the modernist style borrowed from Catalonia after the creation of the 
Granadan sugar refining industry.

- A centre for Flamenco, centred on the district of Sacromonte, inhabited by gypsies who have become singers, dancers and guitarists. They have spread their 
art throughout the world. 
- A university town, with one of the oldest universities in Spain (over 500 years old) where you can study everything. At the moment, it has around 60,000 
students.
- A cultural town: apart from Semana Santa (Easter) and Fiestas del Corpus, other events stand out: jazz festival (autumn), international festival of theatre (spring) 
and international festival of music and dance (spring). As well as these events theatrical representations, concerts and flamenco 
shows, etc., occur throughout the year at the Manuel de Falla cultural centre, the Palacio de Congresos and in various other centres created for these purposes.

It is an ideal site for winter sports being 36 km away from the winter resort of Sierra Nevada whose sports facilities are easily accessible from the town. Here several 
international championships take place, among them the World Ski Championships in 1995. Sports lovers of any kind have ample opportunity to practice in sport 
complexes all over the town.

Granada lives in the present day without losing its traditions, its beauty or its Spanish and Andalusian flavour for one minute. 

GRANADA

ACCOMMODATION

  Language Test
  "Welcome" folder
  IMSOL Attendance Certificate
  Tutorials every week 
  Computers with free internet access.
  WiFi access for those who prefer to use their                                                             

own computer
  Library.
  Video and DVD's library
  Loan Service of books, novels, VHS and DVD.
  IMSOL student's card with economic advantages in different shops both in 

Granada 

SERVICES FREE OF CHARGE

In order to complete the immersion in the Spanish culture, apart from the course, the school 
organizes a daily program of cultural and leisure activities carried out by teachers with 
experience in them. They are in the afternoons / evenings and the attendance is not 
obligatory. Some of them are: 

 Cultural walks: important quarters, historical centres, interesting routes, etc.

     Visits: The Alhambra, Royal Chapel, Park of Sciences,  etc; 
    Social activities: workshops in music, history, literature and current events and news; 

films; tapa's tour, international dinners, etc. 

    Excursions in the week-ends are included in the program to cities and towns of Andalusia  
such as, the Alpujarra, and important cities like, Seville or Cordoba.

CULTURAL AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

IMSOL can also arrange accommodation, acting as intermediary, with the guarantee that it will be ready for your arrival. The average 
distance to the school is of 15 minutes (walking distance). Participants do not need to bring beddings but their own towels and product of 
"personal hygiene". It can be chosen among these possibilities:

 Shared Apartment: 
- Flats are full equipped. 
- Bedrooms have: bed, closet, table and chair. 
- Common Areas: 

- Living room with TV, a place where to sit and to eat.
- Kitchen with fridge, washing machine, cooker / stove 
- Bathroom.

 Home Stay Accommodation: 
- Half Board (two meals: breakfast and lunch or dinner) 
- Full Board (three meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner).
- Individual or double room
- There is no a general description of the concept "family", it could be also only a parent.  
- A washing of clothes per week is included 
- It is necessary to include in the inscription any kind of allergies and nutrional habits participants may have, whether they are smoker 

or not, etc. 

 Hotel / hostal and individual apartments booking: 
        - We can also arrange these accommodation options upon request. The prices will depend on requirements.

and much more! 
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Instituto Mediterráneo Sol

Spanish CoursesSpanish Courses

and Culture in and Culture in 

AndalusiaAndalusia



 
 

ACCREDITATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS

Courses for Swedish people with CSN´s grants (Central 
commission of economical assistance for studies in 

Sweden). 

We are also entitled by Germany and by Austria, to provide Bildungsurlaub both 
language and commercial Spanish courses. 

Andalusian Association of 
Spanish Schools for 

Foreigners

Schools of Spanish as a 
Foreign Language 

Federation

Examination Center of The Madrid 
Commerce Chamber: Business, Medical 

and Tourism Spanish.

Centre for the preparation of DELE exams (Diplomas de Español como 
Lengua Extranjera).

 Instituto Mediterráneo Sol is a FEDELE-Granada center, organizer of the 
diplomas de español D.E.L.E.of Instituto Cervantes in this city.

The Granada City Hall gave IMSOL-Granada the distinction of 
"Consumo Calidad" for the professional work which is being 

made in terms of Eminence and Quality, attending all the 
stablished requirements of the AREA DE MEDIO AMBIENTE, 

SALUD Y CONSUMO (Environment, Health and Consumption). 

BILDUNGSURLAUB

Accredited Teaching Centres
 by Instituto Cervantes 

Granadian Association 
of Spanish Schools 

for Foreigners 

OFFICE

  Granada 
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Federación Provincial de Empresas de Hostelería y Turismo 
de Granada

Confederación Española de Centros de 
Enseñanza

Imsol "Teacher Training Course" is recognized as a 
Grundtvig activity. Students can get a scholarship to 
attend it.

Enjoy the experience,

 Learn Spanish!!
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Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, s.l. 

Course and Accommodation Prices 2015 
 

Estudios Hispánicos XVI. Courses for Teenagers 

IX.  General Courses X. 
Literature 

XI. 
History 

XII.  
Culture 

XIII.Commercial 
XIV. Medical   

XV. Tourism Spanish 

Starting dates: from the 1st June to the 15th August (both 
inclusive).  
Price:   
2 weeks: 1082 € 
3 weeks: 1540 € 
4 weeks: 2031 € 
It includes: 
- Course 4 lessons / day 
- Home stay accommodation, full board, double room 
- Activities. Excursions. etc. 
- Pick-up service and Return trip from/to Granada. Extra fee if 
it's from/to Málaga: 274 € (return) 

W 4 cl./d. 5 cl./d. 2 cl./d. 
1 287 € 358 € 159 € 159 € 159 € 159 € 

2 471 € 594 € 305 €  305 €  305 €  305 €  

3 644 € 808 € 451 € 451 € 451 € 451 € 

4 819 € 1026 € 598 € 598 € 598 € 598 € 

E
xt

en
si

on
s 

 
 

177 € / 
week 

 
 

220 € / 
week 

 

 
 

147 € / week 

XVII.Teacher Training Courses 
Starting Dates: 26.01.2015-16.02.2015-09.03.2015-
20.04.2015-18.05.2015-15.06.2015-13.07.2015-27.07.2015-
10.08.2015-24.08.2015-31.08.2015-28.09.2015-19.10.2015-
09.11.2015-23.11.2015 
Price: 545 € (lessons of 45’) / 730 € (lessons of 60’) 
The price includes: 

• 4 lessons per day 
• Duration: 2 weeks 

- Max. Number of students per class: 8 
- Every class lasts 45 minutes 
- Classes are from Monday to Friday except bank holidays 

- In these prices it is also included: 
• Level Test 
• Teaching material 
• Free internet access 

• Loan service of books, DVD's, videos. 
• IMSOL attendance Certificate 
• Tutorials 
• Some activities 

 

COURSES 
I.  

Intensive    
II. 

Intensive 
III. Super 
Intensive 

IV. 
Combined 

 
V. Individual 

VI. D.E.L.E.        
Courses 

VII.Grammar 
VIII. 

Conversation 

XX. 
Senior 

W 4 cl./d. 5 cl./d. 6 cl./d. 4 cl./d. + 
1 cl./ ind. 

2 cl./d. 3 cl./d. 4 cl./d. 4 
cl./d. 

2 
cl./d. 

2 cl./d. 
 

2 cl./d. 

1 228 € 285 € 343 € 363 € 268 € 402 € 536 € 285 € 150 € 136 €  159 € 

2 380 € 477 € 572 € 652 € 536 € 804 € 1072 € 477 € 250 € 224 € 262 €  

3 518 € 648 € 778 € 922 € 804 € 1206 € 1608 € 648 € 350 € 305 € 358 € 

4 657 € 821 € 985 € 1195 € 1072 € 1608 € 2144 € 821 € 450 € 385 € 458 € 

 

E
xt

en
si

on
s 

 

 
 

137 € / 
week 

 
 

172 € /   
week 

 
 

213 € 
 /   week 

 
 

269 € /   week 

XIX. BILDUNGSURLAUB 
 

 
 

172 € 
/   

week 
 

 
 

100 € 
/ 

week 

 
 

81 € /   week 

 
 

102 € /   week  

356 € / 1 week 
 

593 € / 2 weeks 

ACCOMMODATION (1) 
Shared apartment with Spanish people  

or foreign students 
Home-stay 

Half board Full board 
Weeks Single room Double room Single room Double room Single room Double room 

1 110 € 95 € 30 € / night 28 € /  night 35 € /  night 32 € /  night 
2 215 € 185 €  
3 315  € 268 € 
4 410 € 348 € 

Extension 95 € / week 85 €  / week  
Extra 
night (1) 

 
20 € 

 
17 € 

 (1)  if arrival is before saturday and/or departure after Sunday, please, ask the school for availability. 
Accompanying people must pay the price of their chosen accommodation plus 25 € / week. They may participate in all the complementary activities like any of the 
students.  
HOTEL PRICES DEPEND ON CATEGORY AND SEASON 
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Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, s.l. 
Long Stay Prices 

   
 
 

COURSES 
I. Intensive II. Intensive 

No. of 
Weeks 

4 cl./d. (137 € / w) 5cl./d. (172 € / w) 

13 1781 € 2236 € 

14 1918 € 2408 € 

16 2192 €  2752 € 

20 2740 € 3440 € 

24 3288 € 4128 € 

28 3836 € 4816 € 

32 
 

4384 €  
 

5504 € 

 

ACCOMMODATION 

SHARED APARTMENT (1) 
No. of 
Weeks 

Single room Double room 

13 1235 € 1105 € 

14 1330 € 1190 € 

16 1520 € 1360 € 

20 1900 € 1700 € 

24 2280 € 2040 € 

28 2660 € 2380 € 

32 3040 € 2720 € 

Extra  
week (1) 

 
20 € 

 
17 € 

  (1) In apartment, if arrival is before saturday and/or departure after Sunday, 
please, ask the school for availability. 
Accompanying people must pay the price of their chosen 
accommodation plus 25 € / week. They may participate in all the 
complementary activities like any of the students.  
HOTEL PRICES DEPEND ON CATEGORY AND SEASON 

 
 
 

Prices for transfer services from the Airport  
to the accommodation 

 
 

 Granada Airport - Accommodation: 48 €  
 Granada Airport - Accommodation - Granada Airport: 96 € 
 Malaga Airport - Accommodation: 185 € 
 Malaga Airport - Accommodation - Malaga Airport: 370 € 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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